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The Panama Canal: approaching the first of the Miraflores Locks
7 July 2013 The Americas
My first ever sight of the New World was of the “Peninsual de Azuero”.
Appropriately it appeared deep blue because heavy, rainy-season cloud blurred all the
land alongside and ahead of us. This first sighting was a good way out from Panama,
before we even turned into the Bay proper. During the day members of the crew had
rigged up the “Panama Shelters” on the Bridge decks. These enable the Panamanian
pilots to stand outside in sun or shine to direct the ship in and out of the narrow canal
locks. We later headed into our first really heavy thunder storm. Visibility was almost
zero and raindrops beat heavily against the thick glass of our cabin windows. It being
the rainy season in a notoriously wet part of the world, our view of the Panama Canal
could well be a very wet one.
Monday 8 July 2013 4.00pm
We are at anchor off the port of Manzanillo having passed through the Panama
Canal. Our journey into Balboa (the port of Panama City) was through rain to start
with, some of it heavy with great cracks of lightning. This then cleared away, but
visibility thereafter wasn’t particularly good. However we made our way right into
Panama Bay as small islands became visible and the rain ceased. As we steamed gently
in, with a fair number of other ships around, I went for a walk to the bow on what was
a warm and sultry day. It was lovely to stand in the breeze and watch the sea birds
soar, sometimes but a few metres from my face. We eventually dropped anchor with

the lights of Panama City visible before us. A civilized and sophisticated looking place
from a distance, with great sky scrapers and aeroplanes dropping down to an airport
somewhere beyond earshot and eyesight. Lightning flickered over the land, but there
was no more rain.
We were due to begin our journey across America at some ungodly hour like
1.30 in the morning. This didn’t deter us from watching some photos of the canal
downloaded for us by Piotr, as well as one of his films called: “After the Sunset”.
At about 1.30am I awoke and looked out of the window and thought that
perhaps we were on the move, but wasn’t sure. Later I heard the phone go in the Chief
Engineer’s cabin next door and the anchor being pulled up. So arose, had a shower and
shave and headed for the Bridge at about 3.30am. I stayed up there pretty well until we
were right through the Canal at 4pm today.
When I got up to the Bridge, soon to be joined by Diana, the pilot was aboard,
sitting in the big movable high chair, dead centre. Captain, First Mate and several
others were present. At about seven or eight knots we headed up a channel between
green (port) red (starboard) buoys towards the land. Mysterious pyramidal islands or
mainland hills loomed as silhouettes only to reveal more of themselves in frequent
flashes of sheet lightning which added a slight menace and mystery to our venture into
warm, wet, tropical forest land. The lights of the port and its environs drew closer and
around us. Then a large and high bridge was revealed under which we passed.
We moved outside onto the bridge deck and stayed there for most of the trip,
for it was very warm, about 80 degrees even at that early hour. A good breeze made
it preferable outside to the far too cool air-conditioned bridge itself. We arrived at the
first set of two locks, the “Miraflores locks”, as light began to dawn. It revealed a
cloudy day, and in spite of lightning ahead, no rain at all. So, fascinated, we were able
to watch how the canal operated from outside.
Our huge ship was boarded by a local Panamanian crew of about eighteen men,
most of whom went forward to the bow and some to the stern. It seemed a little
excessive, causing us to wonder if the chance to grab and exploit employment and
local benefit from this wonderful monopoly granted to so small a country doesn’t
prove irresistible. Both pilots, who ate with us at our table, one for breakfast one for
lunch, evinced a strong nationalistic pride. They assured us that their country doesn’t
depend only upon the canal, but is a sophisticated and huge logistical and financial
centre of quality, and also with minerals and agricultural produce to export, beef in
particular. The country has a population, they told us, of only 3½ million. There are
over three hundred pilots employed and of course the traffic is immense and intense,
though to our eyes it seemed less than frenetic. In fact the annual transit is of 14,000
vessels and the total workforce 9,500. If each vessel is charged a quarter of a million
dollars, then that adds up to three thousand five hundred million dollars a year.
($3500,000,00)
At great cost another lane of locks is in the process of being added in order to
accommodate hugely wider and deeper ships. This effort the country is financing itself,
well able to do so, one presumes, not least because the passage of our ship costs a
quarter of a million American dollars. There was evidence of this expansion work at
both ends of the canal, work on a massive scale.

It is a fairly slow process negotiating the locks. As we approached our first,
pushed by a tug, we inched into a lock that is very little wider than the ship, a matter
of a foot or two on either side, if that. A little rowing boat comes out to meet each ship
with ropes attached to cables. These metal cables attach the ship to tracked engines
that run alongside each lock, travelling up to the higher or lower level lock with
apparent ease. There are three of these engines on each side of each ship and they pull
and guide and keep the ship centred in the lock. The Bahia entered the right of the two
locks, a chemical carrier, smaller than our ship, the left. Behind us loomed two more
ships and in the lock ahead of us were two huge, and extremely ugly car-carriers.
For anyone interested in ships, mechanics and engineering, it is paradise. There
is so much to watch, puzzle or marvel over. We moved from front to back utterly

Up to the second level - tracked engine on right
fascinated by it all. Other great ships ahead of us, alongside of us, behind us! Lock
gates, sometimes single, sometimes double. Two levels of lock at this first set, then
a third to take us up to the level of the great Gatun lake, which is 26 metres above sea
level. This is not hugely high, but is an inspired remedy to the vast engineering
challenge that the Canal posed in conception. It means that each lock lifts or lowers
its great ships just over eight metres.
How lush and green everything seemed as daylight dawned. The rainy season
starts I believe in June. One of the pilots told us that there are nine rainy months and
three dry. Most of the forest we observed would be second or tertiary growth, for
since the French first attempted a canal in the late nineteenth century the forests have
been decimated, but they soon reassert themselves. We saw a fair number of strange
and interesting birds, but no other wild life except alligators, two towards the end,
lying dead to the world, on the side of the canal.
The third single lift lock up to the lake, “Pedro Miguel” took us to the full 26
metres above sea level. Whereupon we chugged at about 11 knots for a long way,
through the notorious Culebra Cut which had caused so many deaths in its
construction, but not as overpowering as I thought it would be. Perhaps this is because
the decision to abandon a sea level canal, meant that much of the work involved in
cutting through the mountain is now under water.

The Canal west of Lake Gatun.
Ahead a dredger, deepening the canal for larger vessels?

We passed through green forest, with dredging barges here and there, only one
of them in action, and presumably a part of the expansion of the Canal to
accommodate larger vessels. The forest appeared mysterious, unspoiled and
undeveloped. A particularly lovely pink-purple tree was in bloom here and there, and
there were plentiful lianas and dense growth. This part of the canal appears to be one
way. Only when it began to widen into the lake proper did we meet one or two ships
going in the other direction.
The Gatun Lake is beautiful, dotted with forested islands, none of them
showing any signs of development. At every turn of the buoyed channel there would
be ahead two prominent markers on some distant bend or island, for the pilot to fix his
ship’s bow to. The conditions, except for photographs, were ideal. Grey but no rain,
just an occasional spot or two. It looked threatening ahead all the time but never came
to anything until we hit the open sea on the other side. Had it been sunny it would
have been uncomfortably hot.
Finally we reached the Atlantic side and the Gatun locks down to sea level, all
three stages one after the other. There were about seven or eight ships at anchor
waiting passage or permission to go one way or the other. We, however, appeared to
be booked straight in, possibly because we are carrying some hazardous materials, and
so we steamed gently straight towards the locks, with the same ships that accompanied
us at the others. We were boarded by another crew of eighteen and so descended
slowly to the last stretch of canal at the level or the Carribean sea.
We did depart the deck for a quick lunch where we met the second pilot who
was particularly friendly and took our photo for us on deck later and before he left the
ship came out to say goodbye. We had asked him about yachts, and he said these days
they are squeezed in with big ships. The expense of emptying and filling locks for even
a whole flotilla of tiddlers being too great.

Descending to the Caribbean
As we steamed into the bay so evil looking weather ahead became threatening
enough to send us both inside. It turned out to be more severe fog with light rain than
much else, though there was one great burst of really heavy stuff. We inched our way
out through the breakwaters at the canal’s end to anchor, among twenty or so other
ships, because an immediate berth in Cristobal (one of the two ports of Colon) was not
to be had until possibly two in the morning. Then we would press on to Manzanillo for
a similar short stay (and for a Yellow Fever jab for me). From there we are due to head
straight to Cartagena in Colombia. This is a schedule that is hard on many of the crew
who will manage little sleep for several days. We, however, spent pretty well the
whole day absorbing the canal experience, enjoying every minute of it.
Tuesday 9 July 2013 3.35am
I awoke in the middle of the night, around 1.30am, to find that we were docked
in Cristobal one of two ports, (it seems) for Colon, which is the City that lies on the
Atlantic side of the Panama Canal. Later when I awoke at the more respectable time
of 6.30am, a look out of the cabin window showed us to be inching our way into what
I assumed correctly, to be Manzanillo, the second port of Colon. Why there are two I
don’t know. From our high vantage point on the ship we can see the gantries of
Cristobal.
After we had had breakfast and said Mattins I went down to check for emails,
and to hang around to make sure my trip for a yellow fever jab was not overlooked. I
met the crusty old salt of a Captain, who appears flustered when in port. He said that
he would go and email the shipping agent to see what was happening. Shortly
afterwards I was given a message through Jim, the Third Mate, that the agent from the
shipping company was already waiting for us at the gate. So I rushed up to Diana and
we came down the seven floors of fourteen steps each, were given a day pass and went
down the gang plank in humid, sunny, early morning heat. We walked across the area
where the gantries were hard at work and very soon were picked up by a bus and taken
to the gate.
After a little phaffing around with Immigration officials eager to help us, but
with no English, we were directed to a young man and a minibus who also appeared
to have no English.

He drove us through indescribably chaotic road works, heavy with traffic and
lined with less than attractive industrial buildings, many of which were seemingly
stalled at various stages of construction. Of interest to us were little crude refreshment
shelters for workers, to protect them presumably from rainfall. There was something
very Latino, unrigorous, make-shift and down at heel, as well as colourful and vibrant
about this my first view of the New World from land. Obviously the little country
Panama is not flush with cash enough to have rubbed out poverty. We passed houses
of a very mean and deprived sort and some apartment blocks that looked little short of
disgusting. On the other hand, many of the houses, even in a far from swish area, were
brightly painted and decorated, and some appeared well fenced and burglar-barred.
At first we tried to memorise how we would find our way back to our ship. We
thought we might want to linger in town after my quick and prearranged jab and then
walk leisurely back. We soon gave up. Our route was far too complicated and along
most of the first and most dreadful road there was no pavement and construction
chaos. We decided it would have to be a taxi.
Another and colourful feature of the city were lots of garishly painted, and old
fashioned buses. Not flat faced, featureless inscrutable, modern ones, but with hoodednosed engines almost certainly privately owned. They were covered with all sorts of
lurid paintings, one we noticed being a crucified Christ.

Colon: Major street and bus
Eventually, having left Manzanillo Port we came to Christobal, obviously the City’s
original port, for here there were buildings with some pretension to elegance, though
faded and down at heel. We stopped and were ushered into one of them behind iron
railings. On its verandah sat a uniformed and armed guard. Inside we passed through
a foyer and into an open-plan office with several rows of office workers, male and
female, in adjoining desks. We were viewed by one and all with some curiosity. Then
a pleasant young man came and told us that unfortunately the doctor booked for my
injection was giving a lecture, we had missed him and he wouldn’t be available for an
hour. I suggested we wandered around outside, but they advised most emphatically not
and ushered us into a sort of kitchen area where there was a televison blaring forth in
Spanish with three or four fellows watching it. There was also the wherewithal to
make coffee and tea as well as a supply of potable, chilled water. Diana, with some
success, attempted to ease my frustration and mutters about debased Latino “manana”
culture by discussing our plans for the rest of the trip.

After about an hour and a quarter we were assured that the doctor was on his
way and would be with us in ten or so minutes. After rather longer than that we were
informed that he had been called to an operation and wasn’t available at all, so they
were looking for alternatives. Without success, until it seemed we would have to go
all the way back to Panama City by road! (Not an unattractive prospect to travel the
canal route by road and so be able to compare the two). We phoned the Captain to
make sure that there would be time to do such a journey and he assured us that there
would. We decided not to retire back to the kitchen while things were still being
sorted out, but rather to hang around to help force the issue one way or another. So we
were possibly the cause and certainly the amused observers of five men thrown into
active and ultimately creative confusion over a matter they should have sorted more
effectively a week or so before. They appeared to be phoning every doctor and clinic
in Panama, until one fellow seemed to strike lucky. The day was saved. A local doctor
had been found, able and willing.
Not so, however. When we had got into the minibus to be ferried to this
available doctor, we had to wait as the very likeable fellow who had found him for us
jabbered into a phone. He came to me and asked how old I was. I told him. More jibber
jabber and then we were informed that I was too old (over 60) to be jabbed for Yellow
Fever! So they gave me a big certificate that said so, and we went in the minibus to
town to find a doctor who would sign this document.
What a town! It was just as I imagine Haiti, or old Cuba: semi-derelict,
crumbling apartments and shops and buildings, brightly painted, though often faded
and peeling. Lots of colourful people in the streets, full of human perzzaz and energy,
but the city’s electrical energy supplied by way of thick, black, chaotic spaghettitangles of electric wires down narrow streets full of graffiti and swarming masses in
colourful clothes. These clothes were often so tightly fitting that goose pimples would
show through them, though so hot is the place that goose pimples other than from fear
would be unknown.
We stopped outside the swanky premises of a certain Dr Juan A. Nunez who
duly signed my exemption notice, with which the Captain declared himself satisfied,
though not convinced, for he himself, at the age of 62, was given a Yellow Fever jab
in Australia.
Although frustrating the episode gave us a chance to see something of the
rundown, vibrant and chaotic city that we would never have got near under our own
devices. In its humidity and heat and colourfulness it reminded me a little of Beira in
Mocambique fifty years ago, but we didn’t see enough to know if everywhere it is so
down at heel and less than affluent looking. Surely not, for from the ship we can see
some high rise apartments or office blocks. There must be more conventionally
fashionable sectors than the centre we saw.
Anyway, had it not been for this monumental cock up we most probably
wouldn’t have seen as much as we did. We returned to the dock the way we came, in
the minibus.
Two little coincidences: 1) On the very day I found I was not to have a Yellow
Fever injection after all, I read in Dot’s post Tristan da Cunha diary that my father had
not had one before going to Rhodesia, discovering that the one prior to Tristan was still
valid. (2) On the very day I first set foot in Central America and the day before I set

foot in South America I actually typed out from my own pre St Helena Diaries of 1982
a comment I had written: “My ambitions to get to South America one day are finally
and utterly dissipated.”

Colon: Side street
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